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the %gure-eight（1993,2000）
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choreographic

non-choreographic

the figure-eight 

Simó’s H

 (Newton potential）a = 1



bifurcations
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solutions corresponding to the three local maximums in S(Q) of ! bifurcate in the right side 
of the bifurcation point, and three to the local minimums in the left side.

The six critical points in !gure"2(a) are written by a position of local maximum !3 as 
!3 + 2j!/3 + k! , j = 0, 1, 2, k = 0, 1. Thus the Q for the six solutions bifurcating in the both 
sides are represented by ! = !3 + 2j!/3 with a smooth increasing function h of a. Using the 
choreographic operator Ĉ de!ned by

Ĉfi(t) = fi+2(t ! T/3) (41)

since for the doubly degenerate eigenvalue [8, 20]

Ĉ(cos!!(1) + sin!!(2)) = cos(!+ 2"/3)!(1) + sin(!+ 2"/3)!(2),
 (42)

the Q for Dxy is written as

QDxy = q + hĈ j(cos!3!
(1) + sin!3!

(2)), j = 0, 1, 2. (43)

Since Ĉ3 = 1 and Ĉq = q, representation (43) for j = 0, 1, 2 differ only in cyclic permuta-
tion of bodies with time shift. Thus their orbits are congruent and the number of incongruent 
solutions NB is counted as NB  =  1  +  1  =  2. In !gures"3(a) and (c), one of three congruent Dxy 
solutions in the both sides of bifurcation point, a = 0.9966 ± 0.02, are shown with parameters 
(x, y, v) for initial condition and the index d.

As we showed in [8], the Simó’s H solution is in good agreement with the variated orbit 
Q because it is the solution Dxy bifurcating from a  =  0.9966 very close to a  =  1. Actually the 
solution Dxy at a  =  1 shown in !gure"3(b) coincides with the Simó’s H solution.

3.2. Bifurcation at a  =  1.3424

For a ! 0, there is one more point changing the Morse index at a  =  1.3424 as shown in 
table"1. In this section"we investigate this point in similar manner as in section"3.1.

The eigenvalue ! which goes to zero at a  =  1.3424 is doubly degenerate, g = |!N| = 2, 
and the variated orbit Q in (34) are expected as bifurcating solutions. However its symmetry 
D shown in table"1 is lower than for Dy  at a  =  0.9966, and its action S(Q) as a function of 
! exhibits twelve critical points; six local maximums and six local minimums as shown in 
!gure"4(a). In !gure"4, S(Q) and Q for a  =  1.345 are shown as a close point to a  =  1.3424 
because of numerical convenience.

At local maximums, the variated orbit Q consists of three distinct orbits: one orbit is sym-
metric itself in the x axis and the other two are collectively, shown in !gure"4(b). On the other 
hand, at local minimums: one orbit is symmetric itself at origin and the other two collectively, 

Figure 3. Dxy solutions bifurcated from a  =  0.9966; (a) a  =  0.9766, (b) a  =  1, and  
(c) a  =  1.0166, for T  =  1. Parameters (x, y, v; d) for (a)–(c) are (0.155 33, 0.120 92, 
1.79372; 0.025 027), (0.158 00, 0.096 588, 2.2321;!0.005 4265) and (0.158 86, 0.072 493, 
2.58066;!0.042 498), respectively.
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Using AUTO [16, 17], Muñoz-Almaraz found the solution Dx bifurcated at a  =  1.3424 in 
2005 together with Dxy at a  =  0.9966 [14, 15]. Knowing the existence of Dx, we recently re-
found Dx and D2 using the above equations!with Newton’s method: six Dx and six D2 solutions 
bifurcate in the right side of bifurcation point.

The six Dx solutions are written by the Q with ! at local maximums, and the six D2 at local 
minimums. The !’s at local maximums are written by a position of local maximum !6 as 
!6 + 2j!/6 with integer j , and local minimums as !6 + (2j + 1)!/6. Thus, by (42), the Q for 
Dx and D2 solutions are represented by

QDx = q ± hĈ j(cos!6!
(1) + sin!6!

(2)), (51)

and

QD2 = q ± hĈ j(cos(!6 + !/6)"(1) + sin(!6 + !/6)"(2)), (52)

respectively, with j = 0, 1, 2 and a  >  1.3424. In (51) and (52), the sign in front of h effects 
inversion of orbits in the y  axis. Then the orbits of six Dx solutions are all congruent, in direct 
isometry or mirror inversion, and the orbits of six D2 solutions are so. Thus the number of 
incongruent bifurcating solutions NB is counted as NB  =  0  +  2  =  2. In "gure!5, one of six 
congruent Dx and D2 solutions at a  =  1.3425 are shown with parameters for initial conditions 
and with !I  for D2, where D2 is rotated by

!2 = !1
2
tan!1 q4(T/2)

q3(T/2)
, (53)

to make the x axis bisector of two Euler con"gurations.

4. Morse index and bifurcation for LJ system

In this section, we discuss the bifurcation of the ! solution by using T as the parameter ! for 
the system under LJ-type potential

U(q) =
!

b>c

uLJ(|(q2b!1 ! q2c!1, q2b ! q2c)|). (54)

The ! solution bifurcates at T = Tmin = 14.479, thus there exists no ! solution for T < Tmin 
and two ! solutions for T > Tmin. One branch !! from T = Tmin of ! solution tends to the 
"gure-eight choreography under homogeneous potential with a  =  6 for T ! ", and the other 
branch !+ gourd-shaped for T ! " [8].

Figure 5. (a) Dx and (b) D2 solutions at a  =  1.3425 with T  =  1 bifurcated from  
a  =  1.3424. D2 is rotated by !2  in (53). Parameters: (a) (x, y, v, l) = (0.168 72, 0.111 
11, 2.8874, 0.000 035 433), (b) (x, u, v;!I) = (0.393 75, 0.577 07, 1.1697;!0.115 84).
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from this bifurcation point
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Bifurcations of %gure-eight solutions 
Lennard-Jones potential
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(q6, q̇5, q1 ! q3, q̇2 ! q̇4) = 0. (56)

For given period T, four conditions (56) determine four parameters (x, y, v, l). An index to dis-
tinguish solution Cx from !gure-eight choreography is l != 0. In !gure"11(a), the orbit of the 
solution Cx for T  =  20 bifurcated at T  =  14.595 from !! is shown with parameters (x, y, v, l).

At T  =  18.615 for !+, the variated orbit Q is symmetric at origin as shown in !gure"10(b). 
We denote this orbit by C2. Conditions for q(t) to be C2, derived in appendix A.5, are that 
q(t) takes an Euler con!guration shown by !lled circles in !gure"10(b), (47) and (48) at t  =  0 

Figure 6. Bifurcation of !+ at T  =  16.878 yielding Dxy solutions. (a) 
!S(T), (b) Dxy for T  =  20 from the right side of bifurcation point, and (c) from the 
left side. Parameters (x, y, v; d); (b) (0.779 03, 0.547 21, 0.598 44;!0.042 907), (c) 
(0.736 50, 0.547 18, 0.598 24; 0.068 048).

Figure 7. Bifurcation of !! at T  =  14.836 yielding Dxy solutions. (a) !S(T),  
(b) Dxy for T  =  20 from the right side of bifurcation point, and (c) from the left 
side. Parameters (x, y, v; d): (b) (0.749 68, 0.764 13, 0.459 66; 0.072 840), (c) 
(0.753 49, 0.564 42, 0.642 95;!0.059 918).

Figure 8. Bifurcation of !+ at T  =  16.111 yielding Dx and D2 solutions. 
(a) !S(T) for Dx solution (full curve) and for D2 (dashed curve). (b) Dx  
solution and (c) D2 for T  =  20. D2 is rotated by !2  in (53). Parameters; (b) 
(x, y, v, l) = (0.787 52, 0.546 20, 0.598 54, 0.002 8781), (c) (x, u, v;!I) = (1.3362, 0.169 21, 
0.341 82, 1.3573).
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by parameters (x, u, v), and another Euler con!guration at t  =  T/6 shown by open circles in 
!gure"10(b),

(q1, q2, q̇1q̇6 ! q̇2q̇5) = 0. (57)

For given period T, three conditions (57) determine three parameters (x, u, v). An index to 
distinguish solution C2 from !gure-eight choreography is !I != 0. In !gure"11(b), the orbit of 
the solution C2 for T  =  20 bifurcated at T  =  18.615 from !+ is shown with parameters (x, y, v) 
and !I .

Figure 9. Bifurcation from !! at T  =  14.861 yielding Dx and D2 solutions. (a) !S(T) for 
Dx solution (full curve) and for D2 (dashed curve). (b) Dx solution and (c) D2 for T  =  20. D2 is 
rotated by !2  in (53). Parameters; (b) (x, y, v, l) = (0.757 44, 0.726 02, 0.520 93, 0.027 042), 
(c) (x, u, v;!I) = (1.5333, 0.061 120, 0.332 56;!0.522 66).

Figure 10. Variated orbit Q for LJ ! solution. (a) Cx in !!; T  =  15.215, h  =  1.5 and 
! = 0.430 26. Filled circles are isosceles triangle con!guration at t  =  0 and open circles 
at t  =  T/6. (b) C2 in !+; T  =  18.337, h  =  0.8 and ! = 0.002 7783. Filled circles are 
Euler con!gurations at t  =  0 and open circles at t  =  T/6. (c) Cy  in !+; T  =  18.337, 
h  =  0.8 and ! = !0.023 907. Filled circles are con!guration where a body on the y  axis 
at t  =  0 and open circles at t  =  T/6.

Figure 11. Choreographic solutions for T  =  20; (a) Cx bifurcating from !! at  
T  =  14.595, (b) C2 from !+ at T  =  18.615, (c) Cy  from !+ at T  =  17.132. C2 is  
rotated by !2  in (53). Parameters; (a) (x, y, v, l) = (0.760 38, 0.738 02, 
0.496 33, 0.096 581), (b) (x, u, v;!I) = (1.4638, 0.119 16, 0.306 99; 0.488 13), (c) 
(x, y, u, v, w, y!) = (1.4167, 0.421 15,!0.196 13, 0.275 60,!0.525 64, 0.089 593).
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Bifurcations of %gure-eight 
solutions
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6 bifurcation patterns 
5 patterns ⇆ Symmetry breaking 

Does not depend on potential or parameter 
why 6 patterns？ any more or not？

and my big question or a strong desire is …



Who has seen the Action?
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Lagrangian and Action:

a solution of the equation of motion

a stationary point 

variational method: local minimum of S



Who has seen the Action?
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higher derivatives of the action 
of a solution

action around this solution

oth
er s

addle
, 

m
ax/m

in
?

if the action were a function of one variable

difficlty: distance to the other solution is large

other stationary point

bifurcatios: distance → 0



Necessary condition
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if two stationary points meet

linearised equations of motion



Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of Hessian
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-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5 eigenvalues of 

parameter

the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of  
are classified by 

the irreducible representations of 



Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction
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stationary point:

solution

stationary point:

original or bifurcated solution(s)



Group Theoretic Methods 
in Bifurcation Theory

Sattinger 1979 
Group theoretic methods in bifurcation theory 

Golubitsky and Scaeffer 1985 
Singularities and groups in bifurcation theory I & II 

Chenciner, Féjoz, and Montgomery 2004 
Rotating Eights: I. The three Γi families. 
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Irreducible representations 
of Dn
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figure-eight solutions have 

one dimensional representations

two dimensional representations

trivial representation
keeps  symmetryD6

other representations break the symmetry



Symmetry of the reduced action
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for two dimensional representations

for one dimensional representations



bifurcations
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example:

for trivial representation



bifurcations
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example:

for other one dimensional representations



a two dimensional 
representation
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Simó’s H

)gure-eight



bifurcation of the 
%gure-eight

17●:figure-eight, ●:Simó’s H: saddle



another two dimensional representation 

18●:figure-eight，●:local max，★:saddle

the faithful representation of D6



: six irreducible representations 
and bifurcations of %gure-eights

D6

19

Variational Principle and Group Theory for Bifurcation of Figure-eights 23

Table 2. Bifurcation patterns of figure-eight solutions characterized by PC
0, M0, and

S 0 of the eigenfunction of Hessian H. The column d represents degeneracy number
or dimensions for the representation. Symmetry represents the symmetry of the
bifurcated solution. The last column describes the type of bifurcation, fold, one-side,
or both-sides. The bifurcated solution in I to IV are choreographic, and V to VI are
non-choreographic.

Pattern PC
0 M0 S 0

d a for Uh T for ULJ Symmetry Type
↵� ↵+

I 1 1 1 1 14.479 14.479 X- and Y -axis fold
II 1 1 �1 1 17.132 Y -axis one-side
III 1 �1 1 1 18.615 O

b one-side
IV 1 �1 �1 1 �0.2142 14.595 X-axis one-side

V 0 1 ±1 2 0.9966 14.836 16.878 X- and Y -axis both-sides
VI 0 �1 ±1 2 1.3424 14.861 16.111 O

b ora X-axis doublea one-side

a The bifurcation VI yields two kind of bifurcated solutions with di↵erent symmetry: O symmetric one
or X-axis symmetric one.
b Symbol O represents point symmetry around the origin.

Figure 4. The figure-eight (left) and bifurcated solution for IV (right) under Uh at
a = �0.2. Points represent position of particles at t = �T/12 (solid circles), 0 (black
stars), T/12 (hollow circles), and 2T/12 (grey stars).

and ULJ . The bifurcation at a = �0.2142 in Uh is a bifurcation of pattern IV that

yields choreographic solution that looses Y -axis symmetry and keeps X-axis symmetry.

However, this branch does not reach a = 1. The orbit of the bifurcated solution at

a = �0.2 is shown in figure 4.

Bifurcated solution in IV has projection operator PIV = PCPMS , and one of

the bifurcated solution in VI has PV I� = PMS . They have non-vanishing angular

momentum. The reason is the following. In these bifurcations both M symmetry

and S symmetry are broken. As a result, the bifurcated solution looses both Y -axis

symmetry and the point symmetry around the origin. Then the total signed area has

non-vanishing value which is equal to T times of angular momentum c:

cT =

Z T

0

dt

X

k=0,1,2

rk ⇥
drk

dt
6= 0. (124)

Therefore, these bifurcated solutions have non-vanishing angular momentum. See

figure 4.

Note that there are no direct paths D6 ! C2 = {1,M} that would produce

non-choreographic solution with Y -axis symmetry and without X-axis symmetry. One

possible path is cascading bifurcation via Simó’s H: D6 ! D2 ! C2. Another one is

D6 ! C6 ! C2. See figure 1.
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Period  bifurcations 
of %gure-eight solutions

k
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for period 5 bifurcations of figure-eights

T 2T ... ... kT

extends the functions space

for period  bifurcations:k

for orignal:



period  bifurcations of k D1
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for period  bifurcations:k

 symmetry is brokenR
period  bifurcationk



period 3 bifurcations of D1
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period 4 bifurcations of D1
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period 4 bifurcations of D1
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period 5 bifurcations of D1
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one side

saddle

min. or max.
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�
two different solutions 

with the same symmetry



Summary
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Variational principle + group theory

Irreducible representations of group  determine bifurcation patternsG

Symmetry:

Explains bifurcations of figure-eights, period  bifurcations of k D1

Bifurcations & Symmetry breaking

Hessian & Lyapunov-Schmidt reduced action

no considerations for stability 



Who has seen the Action?
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Neither I nor you: 
But near the bifurcation points 

You and I are seeing the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduced Action

be careful! it is NOT full action



Who has seen the Wind?
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by CHRISTINA ROSSETTI

Who has seen the wind?  
Neither I nor you:  
But when the leaves hang trembling,  
The wind is passing through.  

Who has seen the wind?  
Neither you nor I:  
But when the trees bow down their heads,  
The wind is passing by.
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Figure 8 
13.2077823369 941007626 (*1) 
13.2077823369 941007252 (*2) 
13.2077823369 940973414 (*3) 

Simo H 
13.2077837668 871694251 (*1) 
13.2077837668 871694248 (*2) 
13.2077837668 871692387 (*3)

the action of the Simó’s H is greater than that of the figure-eight

*1 and *2 are directly calculated by the integration along the numerical solution 

the values of action for T = 1

*3 is calculated by , where  is the energy and  is the period. 
Since this is determined by the initial conditions, accuracy of this value is high.

S = − 3ET E T = 1


